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Descriptive Summary

Creator: Milam, David E.
Title: David E. Milam poems, 1984
Call Number: Manuscript Collection No. 309
Extent: 0.01 cubic ft. (1 folder)
Abstract: Consists of 17 Christmas poems written by Milam under the pen name Emory Elliott.
Language: Materials entirely in English.
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Collection Description

Biographical Note
Little biographical information about David E. Milam was found. He was a student at Candler School of Theology from 1963-1966.
**Scope and Content Note**

This collection consists of 17 Christmas poems written by David E. Milam under the pen name Emory Elliott. The poems, which are photocopies, were originally spiral-bound with a card stock cover. The plastic spiral has been removed for preservation reasons.

The title page indicates that the poems were written in 1983, and that the collection was released in December 1984. A table of contents lists 18 poems, but the last poem is a duplicate of the first.

A handwritten note from Milam states that he gave this copy of the poems to Candler School of Theology “in honor of my wonderful years spent there.”